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Brought, that the reaction of integrated business to the impact of the coronavirus 

crisis has its own characteristics due to its economic nature. Most modern 

associations of enterprises have an extensive network, the structure of enterprises 

united in consolidated groups can cover the whole of Ukraine, as well as go beyond 

state borders, so in some quarantine zones economic activity almost stops, in others 

– to be carried out normally. The large scale of business associations, their strong 

financial, labor and other resources, make integrated business somewhat “clumsy” 

and vulnerable to the effects of the coronavirus crisis, but the same features provide 

consolidated businesses the potential to adapt to new realities of economic activity. 

The article identifies the nature of the impact of the coronavirus crisis on the 

development of modern business associations in Ukraine, substantiates the 

possibilities of overcoming the crisis in the economy caused by COVID-19, by 

consolidating the efforts of Ukrainian business to solve this large-scale problem. 

The main directions of counteraction of consolidated associations of enterprises to 

the crisis are investigated, namely: 1) care for employees; 2) creation of a response 

headquarters 24/7; 3) supply chain support; 4) care for the community. Positive 

examples of consolidated business assistance to communities are given. It is 

substantiated that modern associations of enterprises in Ukraine, which have 

financial opportunities, need to direct them to the modernization of their production 

facilities, re-profiling activities on an innovative basis. Due to the limited cross-

border cooperation, integrated business entities can focus on the domestic market, 

which will only strengthen the Ukrainian economy in the strategic perspective. 

Consolidated business support for social programs and research aimed at 

overcoming COVID-19 should become a mandatory component of corporate 

social responsibility, which will contribute to the recovery of both the business 

environment and society as a whole. 
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Доведено, що реакція інтегрованого бізнесу на вплив коронакризи має свої 

особливості, зумовлені його економічною природою. Більшість сучасних 

об’єднань підприємств мають розгорнуту мережу, структура підприємств, 

об’єднаних у консолідовані групи, може охоплювати всю Україну, а також 

виходити за межі державних кордонів, отже в одних карантинних зонах 

господарська діяльність майже зупиняється, в інших – провадитися в 

нормальному режимі. Значні масштаби функціонування об’єднань 

підприємств, їхні потужні фінансові, трудові та інші ресурси, роблять 

інтегрований бізнес дещо «неповоротким» і вразливим до наслідків 

коронакризи, однак ці ж особливості забезпечують консолідованим бізнес-

утворенням потенціал для адаптації до нових реалій економічної діяльності. 

В статті визначено характер впливу коронакризи на розвиток сучасних 

об’єднань підприємств в Україні, обґрунтовані можливості подолання 

кризових наслідків в економіці, спричинених COVID-19, за рахунок 

консолідації зусиль українського бізнесу, спрямованих на вирішення цієї 

масштабної проблеми. Досліджені основні напрями протидії консолідованих 

об’єднань підприємств корона кризі, а саме: 1) турбота про співробітників; 

2) створення штабу реагування 24/7; 3) підтримка ланцюга постачальників; 

4) турбота про громаду. Наведені позитивні приклади допомоги 

консолідованого бізнесу громадам. Обґрунтовано, що сучасним об’єднанням 

підприємств в Україні, які мають фінансові можливості, необхідно 

спрямовувати їх на модернізацію своїх виробничих потужностей, 

перепрофілювання видів діяльності на інноваційній основі. Через 
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обмеженість транскордонного співробітництва, інтегровані бізнес-

формування можуть орієнтуватися на внутрішній ринок, що лише 

підсилюватиме українську економіку в стратегічній перспективі. Підтримка 

консолідованим бізнесом соціальних програм і наукових досліджень, 

спрямованих на подолання COVID-19, має стати обов’язковим компонентом 

корпоративної соціальної відповідальності, що сприятиме оздоровленню як 

бізнес-середовища, так і суспільства в цілому. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

Statement of the problem 

The epidemic of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has 

spread throughout the world, having a negative impact on 

all areas of human activity. Due to strict quarantine 

measures, a large number of patients and significant 

mortality, most businesses have suffered economic losses. 

Of course, these problems have not escaped Ukraine, 

although the spread of the new coronavirus can be curbed. 

Now that the government has eased the restrictions 

somewhat, it is possible to make interim assessments of 

the damage caused by COVID-19, as well as to summarize 

certain achievements that have become a response or an 

attempt to adapt to the new conditions. 

As the current trend of business processes is the merger of 

enterprises, and given that such consolidated formations 

determine the priorities of economic development at the 

level of regions, individual states and even at the 

macroeconomic interstate level, it is necessary to trace the 

impact of COVID-19 on modern activities. associations of 

enterprises in Ukraine. 

It is important to analyze their weaknesses in the current 

environment, as well as opportunities to overcome these 

barriers, help communities and work together to address 

and combat the coronavirus epidemic. 

Analysis of recent studies and publications 

The Ukrainian economy is characterized by global trends in 

the merger of enterprises and financial institutions, mergers 

and acquisitions in the business environment, the 

development of economic relations on the basis of mutually 

beneficial cooperation, horizontal and vertical integration. 

These processes were investigated by K.V. Avdalian in his 

scientific article [2]. It should be noted here that in 

Ukraine, associations of enterprises are often informal, but 

their impact on the economy and the development of the 

state in general is significant. This necessitates the study 

of business associations in the new context of the 

coronavirus epidemic. 

Exact research conducted by scientists of the Igor 

Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute under the auspices of 

the International Science Council provides answers to 

many problematic questions about possible scenarios for 

the spread of COVID-19 and the corresponding impact on 

economic processes in Ukraine and the world [5]. 

Also of great practical importance is the special project 

“Business vs COVID-19”, launched by the magazine 

“BUSINESS” together with national investors 

“BUSINESS 100” and venture corporate investment fund 

“FinStream”, aimed at financing Ukrainian entrepreneurs 

ready to quickly transform into new realities [10]. 

Scientist Ya.A. Zhalilo substantiated the guidelines for 

Ukraine's development after the coronavirus crisis [12], 

and researchers from the Center for Applied Research and 

the Konrad Adenauer Foundation Office Ukraine 

analyzed the impact of COVID-19 and quarantine 

restrictions on Ukraine's economy [4]. 

Useful analytical information is summarized in the 

publication “COVID-19: quarantine measures 

significantly change business expectations for economic 

development” according to a study by the NBU [3]. These 

and other studies provide an opportunity to assess the 

impact of the coronavirus epidemic on socio-economic 

processes for further development of tactics and strategies 

to overcome COVID-19, in particular with the help of 

modern business associations. 

Objectives of the article 

The aim of the study is to identify the impact of the 

coronavirus crisis on the development of modern business 

associations in Ukraine, to substantiate the possibilities of 

overcoming the crisis consequences in the economy 

caused by COVID-19 by consolidating the efforts of 

Ukrainian business to solve this large-scale problem. 

The main material of the research 

The coronavirus crisis, which has without exaggeration 

affected the entire world economy, has a negative impact on 

business development in Ukraine. Certain sectors or sectors 

of the economy, due to their specifics, suffer greater losses, 

and some areas of economic activity are better protected 

from adverse crises, but the coronavirus crisis affects all 

businesses in one way or another. 

The Ukrainian economy is reacting negatively to the 

coronavirus epidemic. Thus, in particular, the mood of 

business after the introduction of quarantine measures has 

deteriorated significantly and sharply. The prospects of the 

service sector are most pessimistic. Representatives of this 

sector suffered the greatest losses from quarantine measures, 

so their estimates of the volume of services provided and new 

orders were at record lows. Pessimistic expectations prevail 

in industry as well. Slightly better estimates are observed in 

the trade sector given the growing demand for consumer 

essentials (food and personal care products), as well as the 

possibility of a fairly rapid reorientation of business to 

alternative sales and delivery channels. 

In the labor market there is a decrease in the number of 

vacancies. Due to growing uncertainty, even IT companies 

that are least vulnerable to quarantine have stopped new 

hires. In general, during the quarantine period, the number 

of new vacancies decreased by 44% [3]. 

Given that modern associations of Ukrainian enterprises, 

established in accordance with current economic 

legislation, as well as informal, are an essential component 

of Ukrainian business, it is safe to say that they have also 

suffered economic losses from COVID-19. 

However, the reaction of integrated business to the impact 

of COVID-19 has its own characteristics due to its 

economic nature. Thus, most modern associations of 

enterprises have an extensive network, the structure of 
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enterprises united in consolidated groups can cover the 

whole of Ukraine, as well as go beyond state borders, so in 

some quarantine zones economic activity almost stops, in 

others – to be carried out in normal mode. The large scale 

of business associations, their powerful financial, labor and 

other resources, make integrated business, not surprisingly, 

somewhat “clumsy” and vulnerable to the effects of the 

coronavirus crisis, but these same features provide 

consolidated business entities the potential to adapt to new 

realities of economic activity. 

Today, the Ukrainian economy finds itself in a new system 

of risks associated with the global economic recession, 

which laid the foundations for the slowdown in economic 

dynamics. The sudden cessation of a significant share of 

enterprises in various spheres of economic activity has 

significantly worsened the situation in the economy [12]. 

However, state policy is now aimed at finding funds and 

providing (directly or indirectly) assistance to citizens and 

businesses that have been most vulnerable to the effects of 

the coronavirus epidemic. For example, in early April, the 

Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to Certain Legislative 

Acts of Ukraine Aimed at Providing Additional Social and 

Economic Guarantees in Connection with the Spread of 

Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19)” entered into force. This 

normative legal act, in particular, provides: 

– release of persons responsible for the timely and full 

submission and disclosure of financial statements from 

liability for violation of the terms of disclosure of financial 

statements for 2019 or consolidated financial statements for 

2019 together with the auditor's report, if such statements 

are disclosed during the period of quarantine established to 

prevent the spread of coronavirus disease COVID-19 in 

Ukraine, or within 90 calendar days from the day following 

the day of completion of such quarantine, but not later than 

31.12.2020; 

– the possibility of postponing the legislative terms of the 

annual general meeting of shareholders of joint stock 

companies, members of limited and additional liability 

companies that are issuers of securities, members of credit 

unions within three months after the end of quarantine 

established by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; 

– the possibility of remote holding of the general meeting 

of shareholders and participants of companies that are 

issuers of securities, in the manner and terms determined by 

the temporary procedure of remote holding of the general 

meeting approved by the National Commission on 

Securities and Stock Market; 

– the possibility of remote convening and holding of 

general meetings of members of credit unions in the manner 

and terms determined by the temporary procedure of remote 

holding of general meetings, approved by the National 

Commission for State Regulation of Financial Services 

Markets; 

– release of consumers from creditors from liability for 

delay in fulfillment of obligations arising in the period from 

01.03.2020 to 30.04.2020, for all consumer loans concluded 

both before and after the entry into force of the Law of 

Ukraine “On Consumer lending”; 

– temporary ban on carrying out by state supervision 

(control) bodies of planned measures on state supervision 

(control) in the sphere of economic activity, except for state 

supervision (control): on activity of business entities, 

according to criteria of risk assessment approved by the 

Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from carrying out 

economic activity attributed to business entities with a high 

degree of risk; in the field of compliance with the 

requirements for the formation, establishment and 

application of state regulated prices; in the field of sanitary 

and epidemic well-being of the population; 

– a ban on raising the interest rate under the loan agreement 

during the implementation of measures in Ukraine to 

prevent the emergence, spread and spread of epidemics, 

pandemics, including coronavirus disease (COVID-19); 

– extension of the statute of limitations established by the 

Civil Code of Ukraine for the period of quarantine; 

– extension of the grounds for extension of procedural terms 

established by the court or the law [8]. 

According to the Center for Applied Research and the 

Konrad Adenauer Foundation Office Ukraine, quarantine 

has dramatically worsened consumer sentiment, almost 

stopped several industries – retail, hotel and restaurant 

business, air transportation. The amount of budget revenues 

decreased. As a result of the quarantine, Ukrainian 

companies and their associations “froze” investments, as 

well as production chains [4]. 

Therefore, in May, the Government of Ukraine approved the 

State program of economic stimulation to overcome the 

negative effects caused by restrictive measures to prevent the 

occurrence and spread of acute respiratory disease COVID-

19 caused by coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, for 2020-2022 [9]. 

Thus, the goal of introducing a comprehensive system of 

new opportunities for stabilization and sustainable 

development of Ukraine's economy and increasing 

employment by maintaining existing, as well as stimulating 

the creation of new highly productive jobs with decent 

working conditions. Among other things, measures are 

provided to support small and medium-sized enterprises, as 

well as their associations. However, the implementation of 

these measures, unfortunately, does not always achieve the 

stated goal of overcoming the coronavirus crisis in Ukraine. 

The quarantine process for the domestic economy may 

involve much greater risks than the quarantine period itself. 

Intensification of economic processes, especially in 

conditions of depletion of “airbags” in the form of personal 

savings and insurance reserves of small, medium and 

combined businesses, may be accompanied by exacerbation 

of credit insolvency risks, complicating the budget situation 

due to lags in tax payments and the effects of coronavirus 

crisis of tax preferences, recovery of devaluation trends due 

to increased demand for imports, increased inflation risks 

due to weak response of domestic supply to growing 

demand, declining employment due to structural 

imperfections in the labor market [7]. 

It is worth noting that so far the international community has 

identified the main directions in which business should move, 

including the association of enterprises in the fight against 

coronavirus and overcoming its consequences, namely: 

1) care for employees; 

2) creation of a response headquarters 24/7; 

3) supply chain support; 

4) care for the community (Table 1). 
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Table 1 – The main directions of counteracting the coronavirus crisis are identified by the international community 

Directions for 

counteracting the 

coronavirus crisis 

Characteristics of business actions within the areas of counteracting the coronavirus crisis 

Caring for employees Business associations have a significant staff. The health of people working for a consolidated 

business must be a top priority, so all measures within the framework of economic activity and 

counteraction to the coronavirus crisis should focus on employee safety 

Establishment of a 

response 

headquarters 24/7 

The coronaurus crisis has already proven the insidiousness of the disease that caused it and 

demonstrated the rapid development of events. Business associations must ensure the smooth 

operation of response headquarters, without weekends or holidays, without interruptions in their 

activities, in order to take appropriate action immediately, without delay. Only such a rapid 

response can ensure the effectiveness of measures to combat the coronavirus crisis 

Supply chain support In modern conditions, when quarantine zones are introduced, their boundaries change, as well as 

the approaches to zoning, it is important not to lose contact with suppliers, to find new ways of 

interaction and development of relations in accordance with modern business conditions 

Caring for the 

community 

Every business entity today must conduct its activities in accordance with the principle of social 

responsibility. Consolidated business, which has a strong impact on community development, 

must pay particular attention to the consequences of its economic activities and support 

communities in difficult economic conditions 
 

During the quarantine, almost all business associations 
transferred about 95% of office workers to remote work, 
leaving a few on duty, who provided certain office functions 
on a shift basis. Of course, the rapid establishment of remote 
access and the transition to electronic document 
management have become a challenge. However, 80% of 
the production staff continued to work normally. 

On the positive side, in each consolidated company, senior 
management is developing an anti-crisis plan and 
implementing urgent measures. The work is carried out 
constantly, online, branch managers, HR departments, IT 
specialists, lawyers, etc. are involved in monitoring the 
situation. 

For the most part, supply chains of business associations 
operate according to the usual scheme. For imported 
industries, the only problem was the delays at customs due 
to the additional inspection of drivers. 

Today, conscious Ukrainian business has demonstrated 
extraordinary mobilization capacity in the face of the crisis. 
Quarantine has become a serious test of strength and 
principle [10]. 

Business associations are actively helping communities. 
For example, the agro-industrial holding MHP has already 
allocated UAH 84 million to fight the coronavirus 
pandemic, and 110 medical institutions have received this 
assistance [1]. Also at the beginning of April, 10,000 
express tests for COVID-19 arrived in three regions of 
Western Ukraine, and the entire process – from test search 
to delivery – was carried out by six companies that are 
members of the cluster association [6]. 

In Ukraine, there are many practices of various support by 
associations of social enterprises aimed at reducing the 
negative consequences of the coronavirus crisis. For 
example, a group of enterprises (parent company – JV 
“NIBULON”) directed to the fight against COVID-19 for 
about 70 million UAH, which were used for the 
reconstruction of medical institutions in Mykolayiv, the 
purchase of protective suits, shields, respirators, rapid tests, 
as well as ventilators [11]. And there are many such positive 
examples of consolidated business assistance to 
communities. 

Associations of enterprises, especially modern ones, which 
combine in their structure not only production and sales 
companies, but also research institutions, research centers, 
able to produce innovations that will help overcome 
COVID-19 and further business development on new 
principles based on the priority of social and environmental 
responsibility. 

Conclusions 

Modern business associations as an important part of the 
economy have faced a new challenge, extremely powerful 
in its negative impact, due to the spread of COVID-19. 
However, although at a high price, new experience was 
also gained, which led to the acceleration of the digital 
transformation of business, the development of remote 
communication channels, customer service, working with 
contractors, training and retraining. Consolidated 
businesses have assessed their weaknesses, in particular 
through awareness of vulnerability and unpreparedness 
for new conditions. 

However, the focus on this large-scale problem has 
already given impetus to the development of research that 
intensifies innovative processes aimed at overcoming both 
COVID-19 and the development of modern business 
associations. It is hoped that the awareness of new 
potential threats will guide this development to the 
economical use of resources and increase the social and 
environmental responsibility of powerful integrated 
business entities. 

Modern associations of enterprises in Ukraine, which have 
financial opportunities, need to direct them to the 
modernization of their production facilities, re-profiling 
activities on an innovative basis. Due to the limited cross-
border cooperation, integrated business entities can focus 
on the domestic market, which will only strengthen the 
Ukrainian economy in the strategic perspective. In 
addition, the consolidated support of social programs and 
research aimed at overcoming COVID-19 should become 
a mandatory component of corporate social responsibility, 
which will contribute to the recovery of both the business 
environment and society as a whole. 
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